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Please consider printing these parking instructions to bring with you. 

Parking:   from -  45th Wornall Side - park in P1 Entrance lot - which is the Marion Bloch Neuroscience 
Institute (drive straight north and make a right into P1)-  which is just North of the Security station and the 
Emergency Entrance on Wornall.  Please pull up to the gate and it will raise up.  Find a spot and take the garage 
elevator down to Level 1 and go inside the hospital.  This will put you inside the Marion Block Neuroscience 
Institute. Once inside please follow the marked signs to the conference room. 
  
Neuroscience Institute (Level 1) inside the hospital 
            Go straight north down the main hallway to the BLUE Elevators, which are on your right side.  You will see 
the Blue elevators to the right, because there are a set of RED elevators on your left.  You are then at the center of 
the hospital. 
            Take the Blue elevators down to level B. 
            Step off and turn left. (outpatient pharmacy will be directly in front of the elevators and laboratory will be to 
the right) 
            Make another left and step onto the carpet, follow the carpet south to the end and make a sharp left and a 
quick right.  
            Follow the marked signs which are immediately located on your left/right to the conference rooms. 
 Plaza A, B, C 
  
Parking:   from -  43rd & Broadway Side   - park in P2. 
Enter where you see the sign that says Mid America Heart Institute (MAHI), go past the Security station and drive 
down the hill into the underground parking garage.  It is only one level of parking, find a parking spot and walk 
inside the hospital through (the revolving glass doors or the single doors). You will see the “Main Gift Shop” to your 
right, straight in front of you will be the “Go N Jo Coffee Shop” and off of that the “Main Cafeteria.”  
  
Mid America Heart Institute (MAHI), (Level 1) inside the hospital. 
Walk straight North down the hallway, following the “marked MoSRT conference signs to the RED Elevator or 
the Marble Staircase. The RED elevator is on your left side and the marble staircase is on your right.  
Take the elevator down to Level B or walk down the marble staircase to Level B. 
Step off and turn left then a quick right and step onto the carpet, follow the carpet south to the end and make a sharp 
left and a quick right. 
Follow the marked signs which are immediately located on your left/right to the conference rooms, Plaza A, B, C. 


